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Abstract

This thesis integrates social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) and psychological reactance theory (Brehm, 1966) to examine the effects of controlling language and comparison types on psychological reactance and attitudes. Two 3 (comparison types: upward contrast vs. no contrast vs. downward contrast) × 2 (controlling language: high vs. low) independent group experiments were conducted. Both studies revealed main effects of controlling language on perceived threat to personal freedom and anger in response to the message. The results also revealed the main effects of comparison types on anger to the messages and attitude to recycling. For anger to the message, there were no interaction effects between comparison types and controlling language on it in neither of these studies. However, for attitude to recycling, Study 1 revealed that the effect of controlling language on it could be overwhelmed and neutralized by the effects of both upward contrast and downward contrast on it.

Key words: psychological reactance theory, social comparison theory, comparison types, controlling language, persuasion
Chapter 1: Introduction

Modern lives are filled with various persuasive messages, such as commercials, political propaganda and health advocacy. Many of them attempt to change our minds without our awareness and reactance. According to psychological reactance theory (Brehm, 1966), people are supposed to feel reactance and thus resist advocacy when they perceive their personal freedoms are threatened by the advocacy. However, there are many factors that have the potential to reduce individuals’ reactance to persuasive appeals. For example, according to the original social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954), social comparison has the ability to shape people’s perception of their relative standing, which may make individuals have better feelings about themselves, thereby reducing the magnitude of their psychological reactance to the advocacy messages. For instance, by pointing out how much more housework other children have to do, parents may make some of their children have better feelings about their standing, thereby encouraging message acceptance regarding chores. Similarly, a university may also make its students perceive an upcoming recycling policy or energy-conservation policy less threatening to their personal freedom by pointing out how much stricter the policies of other universities are.

Although social comparison may play a critical role in shaping peoples’ perceptions of their relative standing and thus reducing psychological reactance, the impact of social comparison on psychological reactance has not drawn much scholarly attention. A primary goal of this study is to fill this theoretical gap by systematically examining the impact of different types of social comparison and the degree of controlling language on psychological reactance and attitude in persuasion.

This research is important not only because it attempts to integrate social comparison theory with psychological reactance theory, but also because it may inform us the mechanism of
how social comparison works in persuasion and further offer insights about how we may defend our personal freedom from social comparison influence. Below is the theoretical rationale for the hypotheses of this study.

Chapter 2: Theoretical Rationale

Psychological Reactance Theory

The theory of psychological reactance proposes that individuals will experience psychological arousal when they perceive their personal freedoms are threatened (Brehm, 1966). Perceived threat to personal freedoms could result from forceful, controlling language being used in an advocacy, even if the appeal is consistent with the original attitude of individuals (Worchel & Brehm, 1970). Psychological reactance further motivates people to restore their threatened freedoms in various ways, including resistance to the advocated positions and derogation of the message source (Miller, Massey, & Ma, 2018).

When Brehm (1966) first developed psychological reactance theory, he described reactance as an aroused motivational state that was not measurable. However, more recent research (Dillard & Shen, 2005) has demonstrated reactance to be an experiential state and mapped anger and negative cognition as the critical factors to measure reactance. This model of reactance was further confirmed by follow-up studies (e.g., Rains et al., 2007; Rains, 2013). This progress in understanding the nature of reactance infused new life into research on psychological reactance and spurred numerous relevant studies. Among them is the impact of language on psychological reactance.

Controlling language. The language used in persuasive messages is known to impact individuals’ attitudes toward the advocated positions. There are many dimensions of language in persuasion, such as intensity, explicitness, and lexical concreteness (Miller, Massey, & Ma,
One of the core independent variables that was tested in this study is controlling language. High-controlling language is characterized by high frequency of using imperatives, namely commands and orders, while low-controlling language is characterized by high frequency of propositions or polite suggestions (McLaughlin, Shutz, & White, 1980). Prior studies on psychological reactance theory continually demonstrate that high-controlling language induces more perceived threats to freedoms and thus arouses higher reactance compared to low-controlling language (Bessarabova, Fink, & Turner, 2013; Miller et al, 2007; Xu, 2017). Based on psychological reactance theory and prior studies, the following hypothesis is deduced:

**H1:** There is a main effect of controlling language on all outcomes such that, relative to low-controlling language, high-controlling language increases (a) perceived threats to personal freedom, (b) anger toward the message, (c) negative relevant thoughts, and decreases (d) positive attitudes and (e) behavioral intentions.

In addition to controlling language, another critical factor this study aims to investigate is the social comparison applied in persuasion.

**Social Comparison Theory**

Social comparison is defined as the process of evaluating one’s abilities or opinions by thinking about the information of one or more other people in relation to the self (Festinger, 1954). This means the comparers seek or notice the similarities or differences of the comparison targets on certain dimensions. Under the general framework of Festinger’s (1954) social comparison theory, there are multiple specific social comparison theories, such as downward comparison theory (Will, 1981), upward comparison theory (Collins, 1996, 2000), and self-evaluation theory (Tesser, 1988). These theories mainly focus on how individuals utilize different types of social comparison as strategies to maintain or restore their self-evaluation and
how different social comparisons may influence individuals’ affect or behaviors. For instance, Collins (1996, 2000) proposed that people tend to maintain or boost their self-esteem by assimilating their self-evaluation upward to those who are better off. Nevertheless, no scholarly attention has been paid to how different types of social comparison may work in persuasion. To address this theoretical gap, the current study aims to explore social comparison from the perspective of psychological reactance theory.

**Integration between social comparison and psychological reactance.** Festinger (1954) notes comparisons only have impact when they serve self-evaluation or self-enhancement. According to Festinger (1954), self-evaluation refers to an individual’s motive to ascertain their capabilities of doing and to hold correct perceptions, beliefs, and values. On the contrary, self-enhancement refers to the motive to feel better and to avoid the negative effects from threatening information.

Compared to self-evaluation, which is driven by epistemic need, self-enhancement as a hedonic motive is more relevant in terms of integrating social comparison theory with psychological reactance theory. According to Dillard and Shen’s (2005) intertwined model of reactance, psychological reactance has two key components: anger and negative cognition. At the same time, social comparison theory (Festinger, 1954) points out the comparison serving self-enhancement can induce better feelings and protect subjects from the negative impacts of the threats to self-esteem. Hence, it is theoretically possible that the comparison serving self-enhancement may be able to lower the magnitude of psychological reactance by countering the anger of reactance. Specifically, strategic incorporation of the comparison serving self-enhancement in persuasion may boost positive feelings, countering the negative feelings associated with reactance, thus decreasing the magnitude of reactance and facilitating the
formation of positive attitude to advocacy and the adoption of proposed behaviors. Conversely, incorporation of the comparison harming self-enhancement in persuasion may decrease positive feelings, aggravate the negative feelings associated with reactance, thus increasing the magnitude of reactance and impeding the formation of positive attitude to advocacy and the adoption of proposed behaviors.

Although comparisons serving self-enhancement may potentially counteract anger stemming from reactance, the remaining issues are what types of social comparison can serve or harm self-enhancement and how to induce social comparison as a message strategy in persuasion. Below, a brief discussion about these issues is provided.

**Types of comparison.** According to Gerber, Wheeler, and Suls (2018), there are generally three directions of social comparison: downward comparison, upward comparison, and peer comparison. In downward comparison, people compare themselves with a standard which is worse off than themselves; in upward comparison, people compare themselves with a standard which is better off; in peer comparison, people compare themselves with people who are similar with themselves. Additionally, there are also two types of general reactions to these comparisons in different directions, namely contrast and assimilation (Gerber, Wheeler, & Suls, 2018). Assimilation refers to that comparer’s self-evaluation moves toward the comparison standard while contrast refers to that comparer’s self-evaluation moves away from the comparison standard. Suls and Bruchmann (2013) notes that, when exposed to social comparisons, comparers can choose to either contrast or assimilate with the comparison targets on relevant attributes. If comparers in exposure of the downward comparison in the targeted dimension do contrast with the targets, their feelings will be displayed upward and the better feelings about their standing will be created. This specific comparison outcome is called upward contrast. If
comparers in exposure of the downward comparison in the targeted dimension assimilate with the targets, their feelings will be displaced downward and the worse feeling about their standing will be created. This specific comparison outcome is called downward assimilation which, however, rarely occurs. Conversely, if comparers in exposure of the upward comparison in the targeted dimension do contrast with the targets, their feelings will be displayed downward and the worse feelings about their standing will be created. This specific comparison outcome is called downward contrast. If comparers in exposure of the upward comparison in the targeted dimension assimilate with the targets, their feelings will be displaced upward and the better feeling about their standing will be created. This specific comparison outcome is called upward assimilation. Hence, it is easily to deduct that upward contrast and upward assimilation can serve self-enhancement while downward contrast and down contrast and downward assimilation can harm self-enhancement.

As for how to induce social comparison as a message strategy, Suls and Bruchmann (2013) noted that social comparison can be integrated into persuasion if the audience’s relative standing with others on relevant attributes is salient in the communication. For example, community residents who were informed that they had more than the average number of risk factors of a group of 100 other people were more likely to undergo colorectal screening relative to the residents who did not receive such comparative risk information (Lipkus & Klein, 2006). Hence, by directly providing audience the information regarding their relative standing with others on relevant attributes, different types of social comparison can be induced into persuasion. This thesis tries to make subjects engage in different types of social comparison by directly providing them the information regarding their relative standing with others. Moreover, similar with the study of Lipkus and Klein (2006) which provide residents the comparative risk
information with specific comparison reaction, namely higher risk than average (i.e., downward contrast), this thesis also adopted the specific comparison outcomes including downward contrast, no contrast, and upward contrast as the comparison types. Specifically, in this thesis, downward contrast corresponds with more limitations than targets, the no contrast corresponds with equal limitations with targets, and upward contrasts corresponds with less limitations than targets.

In addition to the types of comparison mentioned above, comparison targets also make a difference in the effect of social comparison. According to the target immediacy theory (Zell & Alicke, 2010), comparers tend to code the degree of closeness between the comparing targets with themselves when making social comparisons, and the comparison with a close target tends to have larger effects on comparers than a distant target. Moreover, Suls and Bruchmann (2013) also point out that social comparison tends to function optimally when it is with someone or entity who is similar to the comparer on related attributes. Hence, given this thesis does not aim to explore the effects of different comparison targets, this thesis uniformly adopts peers as the comparison targets in different comparison conditions.

As discussed above, strategic incorporation of the comparison serving self-enhancement in persuasion could boost positive feelings and counter the negative feelings associated with reactance, thus facilitating the formation of positive attitudes to the adoption of proposed behaviors. Conversely, incorporation of the comparison harming self-enhancement in persuasion could decrease positive feelings, aggravate the negative feelings accompanied with the reactance, and increase the magnitude of reactance, thus impeding the formation of positive attitudes to advocacy and the adoption of proposed behaviors. Considering that upward contrast is associated with better feelings about their standing while downward contrast is associated with worse
feelings about their standing (Suls & Bruchmann, 2013), it is reasonable to deduct that, relative to no contrast, upward contrast can boost positive feelings, lower reactance to the appeals, and increase relevant positive attitudes and behavioral intention. Conversely, relative to no contrast, downward contrast can lower positive feelings, increase reactance to the appeals, and decrease relevant positive attitudes and behavioral intention.

Prior reactance studies, such as the study of Bessarabova, Fink, and Turner (2013), have successfully demonstrate that high-controlling language induces more perceived threats to freedoms and thus arouses higher reactance compared to low-controlling language. This present study followed Bessarabova et al.’s study. One the one hand, this study aims to replicate their findings regarding the main effects of controlling language on reactance and perceived threats to personal freedom. On the other hand, this study aims to further extend their study by adding types of social comparison as a new independent variable in reactance research. This study further examined the persuasiveness of recycling advocacy messages using different types of comparison. The three comparison conditions adopted in this study are upward contrast, no contrast, and downward contrast. Based on rationale discussed above, the following hypothesis is developed:

**H2**: There is a linear contrast of comparison types on the outcomes such that, relative to no contrast, downward contrast increases (a) anger toward the message, (b) negative relevant thoughts, and decreases (c) positive attitudes and (d) behavioral intention to recycle, whereas, relative to no contrast, upward contrast decreases (a) anger toward the message, (b) negative relevant thoughts, and increases (c) positive attitudes and (d) behavioral intentions.

Moreover, as discussed above, controlling language can influence psychological reactance and attitude through inducing more or less perceived threats to freedoms while types of
comparison can influence these outcomes through arousing positive feeling from subjects. These two influences come from different sources and are supposed to independent. However, are these two influences equally strong in different conditions? If one influence could be overwhelmed and thus neutralized by the other influence in certain condition? Based on this uncertainty, the following research question is proposed:

**RQ:** Is there an interaction effect between comparison types and controlling language on anger to the message, negative cognition, attitude to recycling or behavioral intentions?

To test these hypotheses and examine the consistency of the results between the comparisons with different comparison targets, two experimental studies were conducted. These two studies used the same paradigm and scales, and they were conducted at the same location and at same time. The only difference between these two studies was the comparison targets they adopted.

**Chapter 3: Study 1**

**Method**

**Participants**

There were 147 students in total who voluntarily participated in this study 1. They all were the undergraduate students at a large public university in the south-central United States, namely the University of Oklahoma (OU). They were recruited during two mass lecture sessions at OU. Among these participants, 51.02\% of them \((n = 75)\) were female while 48.98\% \((n = 72)\) of participants were male. Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 37 \((M = 19.50, SD = 1.90)\) and 55.78\% of participants \((n = 82)\) have only been an OU student less than half year. Among these participants, 73.47\% of them \((n = 108)\) were Caucasian, 6.12\% of them \((n = 9)\) were African American, 9.52\% of them \((n = 14)\) were Hispanic, 4.76\% of them \((n = 7)\) were Asian American,
and 2.04% of them \(n = 3\) were Native American. All participants received extra course credit in their communication classes for their participation.

**Design and Procedures**

As for studying social comparison, there are three major paradigms in this field (Gerber, Wheeler, & Suls, 2018). In the narrative method, participants are asked to globally report their social comparisons or to complete diaries about their daily social comparisons. The second paradigm, the selection method, participants are presented with certain situations and the outcome of interest is what kind of social comparisons they make. The third paradigm, reaction method, does not allow participants to select comparing targets themselves but only provides them with certain type of social comparisons and then measures the change of their self-evaluation, affect or behavior.

This study adopted the reaction paradigm and provided participants with different types of comparison information, and then measured their psychological reactance, attitudes, and behavioral intentions. A 2 (controlling language: high vs. low) × 3 (comparison types: upward contrast vs. no contrast vs. downward contrast) independent groups design was employed. Study 1 chose a local rival university, which is known to most OU students, namely Oklahoma State University (OSU), as the comparison target in these experimental conditions. These six experimental conditions corresponded to six different advocacy messages adopted in this study.

The messages used in this current study were adopted and edited from the advocacy messages used in Bessarabova et al.’s (2017) study. Controlling language was manipulated by adopting imperative terms and phrases in messages, such as “must,” “have to,” and “There is no other choice,” or, alternatively, using noncontrolling terms and phrases, such as “can” “would,” and “The choice is yours.” The comparison information was added in the middle of these
advocacy messages. As Klein (1997) points out, the comparison process is assumed to operate mainly when people do not have accessible objective information to evaluate their standing. Hence, to increase the probability that participants do engage in certain social comparisons, this study manipulated comparison types by only indicating the relative amount of recycling the participants were requested to do in comparison with OSU students. Specifically, in no contrast condition, participants, namely the OU students, were encouraged to “recycle as much as” the OSU students do; in downward contrast condition, participants were requested to “recycle more than” the OSU students do; in upward contrast condition, participants were allowed to “recycle less than” the OSU students do. As examples, two of the six advocacy messages are provided in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-controlling language-upward contrast-OSU (154 words)</th>
<th>High-controlling language-downward contrast-OSU (150 words)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All OU students:</td>
<td>All OU students:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!</td>
<td>The information you must know the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You have a choice when it comes to recycling: Please recycle whenever you can!</td>
<td>There is really no choice when it comes to recycling: You simply have to do it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:</td>
<td>The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that you must know:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution:</td>
<td>The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.</td>
<td>The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The OU has one</td>
<td>In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The OU has one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and so does OSU. Even if OU can recycle less than OSU per student, that will still be a great help!
The choice is yours! You can help!
Recycling is important!
Considering choosing recycling!

and so does OSU. If OU can recycle more per student than OSU, that will be a great help!
There is no other choice! You must help!
Recycling is important!
You must recycle!

The data were collected during two mass lecture sessions at OU. Proper IRB approval had been obtained and procedures followed. All participation was voluntary. After giving verbal consent, participants were randomly assigned to conditions. When filling out the questionnaire, the participants first answered general demographic questions. Next, they responded to the measurement of their identification with OU and their involvement with recycling, after which they read one of the six different advocacy messages containing the experimental stimuli. After reading one of these advocacy messages, participants responded to items representing the dependent variables and control variables, specifically: psychological reactance, behavioral intention, and attitude to recycling, and social comparison orientation.

**Instrumentation**

The average score of each index with multiple items was obtained (after recoding the scores of the items with inverse values) and used in the analysis below. All items of all instruments were measured on a 10-point Likert-type scale (1 = strongly disagree and 10 = strongly agree). Given the requirements of the statistical analyses based on the general linear model include that residuals of the dependent variables should be approximately normal (Bauer & Fink, 1983; Fink, 2009), this study checked all the continuous dependent variables for violations of this assumption of normality. This study examined these dependent variables’ skewness and kurtosis. For those variables who appeared relative non-normal, namely those variables whose skewness or kurtosis were larger than 1.00, transformations were performed in them to making sure they meet the assumption of normality. If a variable needed to be
transformed, the same transformation was used to transform all items of that specific index.

**Perceptions of threats to freedom.** For examining the role of threats in reactance and social comparison, it is necessary to check the induction of the threats to personal freedom from the message. The perception of threat to freedom index consisted of four items used by Dillard and Shen (2015), which separately asked participants how much they felt the message threatened their freedom to choose, made a decision for them, tried to manipulate them, or tried to pressure them (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .93$). No transformation was required for this variable.

**Psychological reactance.** This study adopted the reactance scale developed by Dillard and Shen (2005). This measurement is based on the intertwined model of psychological reactance, which operationalizes reactance as the combination of anger and relevant negative thoughts. This study adopted five items from Dillard and Shen (2005) to measure participants’ level of anger after reading the messages, which separately asked them how much they felt the message bothered them, how irritated, angry, annoyed, or aggravated the message made them feel (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .95$). Each item was transformed: item transformed = $1/\text{(original item)}$.

Relevant negative thoughts were obtained by asking participants to list every thought they had while reading the message, which is also the approach used by Dillard and Shen (2005). Relevant negative thoughts are defined as the responses involving disagreement with the message, the intention not to comply, the derogation to message or source, or act contrary to the message. When total number of the negative thoughts was counted, the affective thoughts, such as “this message is annoying,” were excluded. Besides, 9.52% of responses ($n = 14$) on this item were missing. Each item was transformed: item transformed = $\ln(\text{original item} + 1.1)$.

**Attitudes and behavioral intentions.** Adopting the attitude scales used in the prior study examining the persuasive effects of certain recycling messages (Bessarabova et al., 2017), this
study measured participants’ attitudes to recycling with six items, namely positive-negative, good-bad, favorable-unfavorable, acceptable-unacceptable, right-wrong, wise-foolish, and important-unimportant (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .96$). Each item capturing attitude toward recycling was transformed using the following formula: item transformed = $\ln(10.2 - \text{original item})$. In addition, this study used a single item to measure participants’ behavioral intention. Participants were asked to estimate how likely they are to try to recycle. No transformation was required for this item.

Identification with OU. For measuring the identification with OU, this study adopted two relevant items used in prior study examining the psychological reactance to the threats to collective freedoms (Jonas et al., 2009). One item asked participants how much they identified with OU, while the other item asked participants how important it was for them to be an OU student. (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .85$). As expected, the data of these two items clustered around the high scores in the scales. The mean score of identification with OU is 8.17 with a standard deviation of 1.79 and mean score of importance of being an OU student is 8.31 with a standard deviation of 1.95.

Issue involvement. According to Brehm and Brehm (1981), moderate issue involvement of individuals is necessary for inducing reactance from them. Hence, the effect of involvement was needed to be controlled as a covariate in the analysis of this study. Adopting the relevant scales used in the prior study examining the persuasiveness effects of certain recycling advocacy messages (Bessarabova et al., 2017), this study used a single item to measure participants’ involvement to recycling. Participants were asked how much they cared about recycling.

Social comparison orientation. The occurrence of social comparison is not only dependent on the situations or comparison messages, but it also varies based on individual
differences in the tendency to obtain certainty about self by comparing oneself with others. This individual difference is called social comparison orientation (Gibbons & Buunk, 1999). Social comparison orientation was included as a covariate in the analysis below.

This study adopted the social comparison scale developed by Gibbons and Buunk (1999). This scale is named as Iowa–Netherlands comparison Orientation Measure (INCOM). This scale’s construct, discriminant, concurrent, and predictive validity have been confirmed with a series of studies (Gibbons & Buunk, 1999). This instrument contains 11 items which reflect the personality disposition of those people who highly build their self-evaluation on the performance of others, who tend to compare what happens to others with what happens to them, and who are interested in the accomplishments and performance of others in similar situations (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .80 \)). Among its 11 items, the meanings of the values of item 6 and item 10 are inverse with those of the rest. After recoding the values of these two items, a higher score in this index represents a higher orientation in social comparison. When filling out this scale, participants were asked questions, such as “I often compare myself with others with respect to what I have accomplished in life” and “I never consider my situation in life relative to that of other people.”

**Results**

Before statistical tests were conducted, two cases containing identical responses over all items were excluded. Besides, given social comparison orientation scale contains two items which should be reverse-coded, eight sets of identical responses on this scale were excluded as well. Different with other items in the scale, the item 5 and 11 of social comparison orientation scale were reverse-coded so that a high score on social comparison orientation scale means a high tendency to engage in social comparison. Moreover, certain systematically missing data were found. There were 42 sets of missing data over the latter five items of the attitude scale.
Based on the observation that the score of item 1 in the attitude scale has a high identification with the scores of the rest five items, these 42 sets of missing data over the latter five items were assigned with the scores of their first items. After recoding these missing data, the rest sets of missing data on this scale, whose first items’ scores were also missing, only accounted for 4.08% ($n = 12$) of the whole dataset.

To analyze the results, two-way Univariate Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted. Controlling language and comparison types were entered as the independent variables. Identification with OU, issue involvement, and social comparison orientation were entered as covariates. The perceived threats to personal freedom, anger toward the message, number of negative thoughts to the message, attitudes to recycling, and behavioral intentions to recycle were entered as the dependent variables. Levene’s test of the equality of the variance of perceived threats to freedom and anger toward the message were significant, which means the assumption of homogeneity of variance of these dependent variables was not met. Hence, the results related to anger toward the message and perceived threats to personal freedom should be interpreted with caution.

**Covariate Effects**

In the two-way ANCOVA, the covariate effect of the identification with OU was not significant. Hence, this variable was removed it from all models. When analyzing perceived threats to freedom, neither social comparison orientation nor issue involvement had significant covariate effects. Therefore, both of these variables were removed from this model. When analyzing anger to the message, only issue involvement had a significant covariate effect, $F(1, 147) = 7.25, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .05$. Hence, social comparison orientation was removed from this model. Similarly, when analyzing the number of negative thoughts to the advocacy messages,
only issue involvement had a significant covariate effect, $F(1, 133) = 4.51, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .04$. Therefore, social comparison orientation was removed from this model. When analyzing the attitude to recycling, there were significant covariate effects on both issue involvement, $F(1, 137) = 17.19, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .12$, and social comparison orientation, $F(1, 137) = 4.25, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .03$. When analyzing the behavioral intention, only issue involvement had a significant covariate effect, $F(1, 147) = 122.45, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .47$, and thus social comparison orientation was removed from this model.

**Hypotheses Tests**

H1 predicted that, relative to low-controlling language, high-controlling language increases (a) perceived threats to personal freedom, (b) anger toward the message, (c) negative relevant thoughts, and decreases (d) positive attitudes and (e) behavioral intention to recycle. Most results from two-way ANCOVA offered support for H1. As predicted, relative to low-controlling language, high-controlling language significantly increased perceived threat to freedom ($F[1, 147] = 57.21, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .29$, low-controlling language: $M = 2.73, SD = .26, n = 76$, vs. high-controlling language: $M = 5.65, SD = .27, n = 71$) and anger toward the message ($F[1, 147] = 21.63, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .13$, low-controlling language: $M = .82, SD = .04, n = 76$, vs. high-controlling language: $M = .59, SD = .04, n = 71$), and number of negative thoughts ($F[1, 133] = 11.66, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .09$, low-controlling language: $M = 0.39, SD = .06, n = 73$, vs. high-controlling language: $M = 0.70, SD = .07, n = 60$). However, controlling language had no significant influence on the positive attitude to recycling ($F[1, 137] = .68, p = .41, \eta^2_p = .01$) and behavioral intention to recycle ($F[1, 147] = 3.05, p = .08, \eta^2_p = .02$). Hence, H1 was only partially supported.
Unlike controlling language, the results from two-way ANOVA did not support H2, which predicts there is a linear contrast of comparison types on all outcomes such that, relative to no contrast, downward contrast increases (a) anger toward the message, (b) negative relevant thoughts, and decreases (c) positive attitudes and (d) behavioral intention to recycle, whereas, relative to no contrast, upward contrast decreases (a) anger toward the message, (b) negative relevant thoughts, and increases (c) positive attitudes and (d) behavioral intention to recycle. The results show there were no significant main effects of comparison types on perceived threats to personal freedom ($F[2, 147] = .34, p = .71$), anger to the message ($F[2, 147] = 1.75, p = .18$), number of negative thoughts ($F[2, 133] = 1.08, p = .34$), or behavioral intention to recycle ($F[2, 147] = .25, p = .78$). Although there was a significant main effect of comparison types on attitude to recycling ($F[2, 137] = 3.51, p < .05$, $\eta_p^2 = .05$, downward contrast: $M = .53, SD = .08, n = 41$, vs. no contrast: $M = .77, SD = .07, n = 48$, vs. upward contrast: $M = .55, SD = .07, n = 48$), the result of comparison types polynomial contrast showed it was not in the prediction of this study (linear model: $p = .85$; $r = .01$; quadratic model: $p < 0.05$; $r = -.19$). The relationship between attitude to recycling and comparison types is reflected in Figure 1 below. In summary, H2 was not supported by the results of Study 1.

**Figure 1**

*Main effect of comparison types on attitude to recycling*
Moreover, a similar pattern was also shown in the relationship between comparison types and anger to the messages, even the significance of quadratic model was only close to .05 (quadratic model: \( p = .06; r = .08; \) downward contrast: \( M = .74, SD = .04, n = 49, \) vs. no contrast: \( M = .64, SD = .04, n = 53, \) vs. upward contrast: \( M = .74, SD = .05, n = 45 \)). Figure 2 below reflects this relationship.

**Figure 2**

*Main effect of comparison types on anger to the message*
As for the research question, namely if there is any interaction effect between controlling language and comparison types on the outcomes, the results of this study indicated the answer was no. According to the results, there were no significant interaction effects between comparison types and controlling language on all dependent variables including perceived threats to personal freedom ($F[2, 147] = .86, p = .43$), anger to the message ($F[2, 147] = .03, p = .98$), number of negative thoughts ($F[2, 133] = .21, p = .81$), attitude to recycling ($F[2, 137] = 2.28, p = .11$), or behavioral intention to recycle ($F[2, 145] = 1.25, p = .29$).

However, as for attitude to recycling, the results showed high-controlling language only significantly decreased positive attitude to recycling than low-controlling language in no contrast, whereas, in both downward contrast and upward contrast, controlling language did not have a significant influence on attitude to recycling (in upward contrast, low controlling: $M = 0.62, SD = .11, n = 21$, vs. high controlling: $M = 0.44, SD = .11, n = 20$; in no contrast, low controlling: $M = 0.64, SD = .10, n = 25$, vs. high controlling: $M = 0.89, SD = .10, n = 23$; in
downward contrast, low controlling: \( M = 0.47, SD = .10, n = 25 \), vs. high controlling: \( M = 0.62, SD = .10, n = 23 \). This interaction is reflected in Figure 3 below.

**Figure 3**

*Interaction effect between controlling language and comparison types on attitudes*

![Interaction diagram](image)

*Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: Caring of recycling = 6.63, Social comparison orientation = 7.3245*

**Discussion**

In line with prior studies, the experiential results partially confirmed the main effects of controlling language. According to the results, relative to the persuasive message using low-controlling language, the recycling advocacy using high-controlling language significantly induced more perceived threats to personal freedom, more anger to the advocacy messages, and more negative thoughts to the advocacy messages. However, it did not have a significant influence on attitude to recycling or behavioral intention to recycle.

As for the effects of comparison type, only one significant main effect on attitude was found, but this effect was not in line with the predictions of this study. Specifically, the results
showed that, on the one hand, the upward contrast did induce more positive attitude to recycling than no contrast while, on the other hand, the downward contrast surprisingly also induced more positive attitude than no contrast. Similarly, even the main effect was only close to the significance at .05 level, it was also revealed that, relative to no contrast, both downward contrast and upward contrast could decrease anger to the message. One possible explanation is that, different from upward contrast which can boost positive feeling and thus counteract anger, decrease reactance and increase positive attitudes, the downward contrast with potential rivals may make subjects perceive the limitations as a competition between them and their rivals, and further make them evaluate the limitations to their freedom as more favorable because more limitations than the rivals represent outperforming rivals, which thus could lower their reactance and increase their relevant positive attitudes.

The results also revealed was no interaction effects between controlling language and comparison types. However, as reflected in Figure 3, one interesting finding was that controlling language lost its effectiveness on attitude to recycling in both upward contrast and downward contrast, whereas, in no contrast, high-controlling language still significantly decreased positive attitude to recycling than low-controlling language. One possible explanation of this finding is that, as discussed above, both upward comparison and the downward comparison with potential rivals, even via different ways, can lower reactance and increase positive attitudes; moreover, these positive effects are strong enough to overwhelm and neutralize the effect of high-controlling language on the attitudes, thus making high-controlling language lose its effect on the attitudes in these two conditions.
Chapter 4: Study 2

Method

Participants

There were 145 students in total who voluntarily participated in Study 2. They all were undergraduate students at OU. They were recruited during two mass lecture sessions at OU. 46.90% of participants ($n = 68$) were female while 53.10% ($n = 77$) of participants were male. Participants’ age ranged from 18 to 24 ($M = 19.09$, $SD = 1.01$) and 56.55% of participants ($n = 82$) have only been an OU student less than half year. Among these participants, 77.93% of them ($n = 113$) were Caucasian, 4.83% of them ($n = 7$) were African American, 6.21% of them ($n = 9$) were Hispanic, 6.90% of them ($n = 10$) were Asian American, and 1.38% of them ($n = 2$) were Native American. All participants received extra course credit in their communication classes for their participation.

Design and Procedures

As with Study 1, this study adopted the reaction paradigm and provided participants different types of comparison information, and then measured their psychological reactance, attitudes, and behavioral intentions. A $2$ (controlling of language: high vs. low) $\times 3$ (comparison types: upward contrast vs. no contrast vs. downward contrast) independent groups design was employed. Different with Study 1, Study 2 chose another traditional rival university which is known to most OU students, namely the University of Texas at Austin (UT), as the comparison target in these experimental conditions. These six experimental conditions corresponded to six different advocacy messages adopted in this study.

The messages used in this current study were also adopted and edited from the advocacy messages used in Bessarabova et al.’s (2017) study. Controlling language was manipulated by
adopting imperative terms and phrases in messages, such as “must,” “have to,” and “There is no other choice,” or, alternatively, using noncontrolling terms and phrases, such as “can” “would,” and “The choice is yours.” The comparison information was added in the middle of these advocacy messages. Comparison types were manipulated by indicating the relative amount of recycling the participants were requested to do in comparison with UT students. Specifically, in no contrast condition, participants, namely the OU students, were encouraged to “recycle as much as” the UT students do; in downward contrast condition, participants were requested to “recycle more than” the UT students do; in upward contrast condition, participants were allowed to “recycle less than” the UT students do. Two advocacy messages are provided as examples in Table 2.

**Table 2**

*Experimental messages*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Low-controlling language-upward contrast-UT (154 words)</th>
<th>High-controlling language-downward contrast-UT (150 words)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All OU students: It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!</td>
<td>All OU students: The information you must know the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>You have a choice when it comes to recycling: Please recycle whenever you can!</strong></td>
<td><strong>There is really no choice when it comes to recycling: You simply have to do it!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:</td>
<td>The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that you must know:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution:</td>
<td>The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.</td>
<td>The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The OU has one</td>
<td>In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The OU has one</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The data were collected during two mass lecture sessions at OU. Proper IRB approval had been obtained and procedures followed. All participation was voluntary. After giving verbal consent, participants given one questionnaire which corresponded to one of the six different randomly ordered research conditions. When filling out the questionnaire, the participants first answered general demographic questions. Next, they responded to the measurement of their identification with OU and their involvement with recycling, after which they read one of the six different advocacy messages. After reading one of these advocacy messages containing experimental stimuli, participants responded to items representing the dependent variables and controlling variable, specifically: psychological reactance, behavioral intention, attitude to recycling, and social comparison orientation.

**Instrumentation**

The average score of each index with multiple items was obtained (after recoding the scores of the items with inverse values) and used in the analysis below. All items of all instruments were measured on a 10-point Likert-type scale (1 = *strongly disagree* and 10 = *strongly agree*). Given the requirements of the statistical analyses based on the general linear model include that residuals of the dependent variables should be approximately normal (Bauer & Fink, 1983; Fink, 2009), this study checked all the continuous dependent variables for violations of this assumption of normality. This study examined these dependent variables’ skewness and kurtosis. For those variables who appeared relative non-normal, namely those variables whose skewness or kurtosis were larger than 1.00, transformations were performed in
them to making sure they meet the assumption of normality. If a variable needed to be transformed, the same transformation was used to transform all items of that specific index.

**Perceptions of threats to freedom.** Study 2 adopted the same scale used in Study 1 to measure the perception of threats to personal freedom, which contains 4 items (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .89$). No transformation was required for this index.

**Psychological reactance.** As with Study 1, this study adopted the reactance scale developed by Dillard and Shen (2005). In measuring anger to the message, the five adopted items have a high reliability (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .95$). Each item was transformed: item transformed = $1/(\text{original item} - .5)$.

As with Study 1, relevant negative thoughts were also obtained by asking participants to list every thought they had while reading the message. Relevant negative thoughts are defined as the responses involving disagreement with the message, the intention not to comply, the derogation to message or source, or act contrary to the message. The affective thoughts, such as “this message is annoying”, were excluded. 8.28% ($n = 12$) of response on this item were missing. Each item was transformed: item transformed = $\ln(\text{original item} + .5)$.

**Attitudes and behavioral intentions.** Study 2 adopted the same scale used in Study 1 to measure participants’ positive attitude to recycling, which contains six items (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .96$). 5.52% ($n = 8$) of sets of responses on these items were missing. Each item was transformed using the following formula: item transformed = $\ln(10.01-\text{original item})$. Again, the same single item was used to measure participants’ behavioral intention in this study. No transformation was required for this item.

**Identification with OU.** The same two-item scale used in Study 1 was adopted in this study to measure participants’ identification with OU (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .87$). As expected, the data
of these two items clustered around the high scores in the scales. The mean score of identification with U0 is 8.25 with a standard deviation of 1.71 and mean score of importance of being an U0 student is 8.37 with a standard deviation of 1.70.

**Issue involvement.** The same one-item scale used in Study 1 for measuring participants’ involvement to recycling was used in Study 2. Participants were asked how much they cared about recycling. This variable was controlled as a covariate in the analysis of this study.

**Social comparison orientation.** As with Study 1, Study 2 adopted the INCOM scale to measure participants’ tendency in engaging in social comparison. This scale contains 11 items (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .84$). Among its 11 items, the meanings of the values of item 6 and item 10 are inverse with those of the rest. After recoding the values of these two items, a higher score in this index represents a higher orientation in social comparison. This index was controlled as a covariate in the analysis below as well.

**Results**

To analyze the results, two-way Univariate Analyses of Covariance (ANCOVA) were conducted. Controlling language and comparison types were entered as the independent variables. Identification with OU, issue involvement, and social comparison orientation were entered as covariates. The perceived threats to personal freedom, anger toward the message, number of negative thoughts to the message, attitudes to recycling, and behavioral intentions to recycle were entered as the dependent variables. Levene’s test of the equality of the variance of perceived threats to freedom, anger toward the message, and number of negative thoughts were significant, which means the assumption of homogeneity of variance of these dependent variables were not met. Hence, the results related to anger toward the message, perceived threats to personal freedom, and number of negative thoughts should be interpreted with caution.
Covariate Effects

In running the two-way ANCOVA for analyzing different dependent variables, all results showed the covariate effect of the identification with OU was not significant. Hence, it was removed it from all models. When analyzing perceived threats to personal freedom, anger to the message and number of negative thoughts, neither social comparison orientation nor issue involvement had significant covariate effects. Therefore, both of them were removed from these models. When analyzing the attitude to recycling, only issue involvement had a significant covariate effect, $F(1, 137) = 37.25, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .22$. Hence, social comparison orientation was removed from the model. When analyzing the behavioral intention to recycle, significant covariate effects were found on both issue involvement, $F(1, 142) = 108.64, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .45$, and social comparison orientation, $F(1, 142) = 5.26, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .04$.

Hypotheses Tests

H1 predicted that, relative to low-controlling language, high-controlling language increases (a) perceived threat to personal freedom, (b) anger toward the message, (c) negative relevant thoughts, and decreases (d) positive attitudes to recycling and (e) behavioral intention to recycle. The results from two-way ANCOVA offered partial support for H1. As predicted, relative to low-controlling language, high-controlling language significantly increased the perceived threats to freedom ($F[1, 144] = 31.89, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .19$, low controlling: $M = 2.97, SD = .25, n = 70$, vs. high controlling: $M = 4.95, SD = .25, n = 74$) and anger toward the message ($F[1, 145] = 14.77, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .10$, low controlling: $M = 1.64, SD = .08, n = 71$, vs. high controlling: $M = 1.22, SD = .08, n = 74$). The effect of controlling language on positive attitude to recycling was not significant, but its significance was close to .05 ($F[1, 137] = 3.35, p = .07, \eta^2_p = .03$). The same result was found regarding the significance of the effect of controlling
language on behavioral intention to recycle \((F[1, 142] = 3.49, p = .06, \eta^2_p = .03)\). In contrast, controlling language had no significant influence on number of negative thoughts \((F[1, 133] = .51, p = .48, \eta^2_p = .00)\). In summary, H1 was only partially supported.

Unlike controlling language, the results from two-way ANOVA did not support H2, which predicted a linear contrast of comparison types on all outcomes such that, relative to no contrast, downward contrast increases (a) anger toward the message, (b) negative relevant thoughts, and decreases (c) positive attitudes and (d) behavioral intention to recycle, whereas, relative to no contrast, upward contrast decreases (a) anger toward the message, (b) negative relevant thoughts, and increases (c) positive attitudes and (d) behavioral intention to recycle. The results showed there were no significant main effects of comparison types on perceived threats to personal freedom \((F[2, 144] = .40, p = .67)\), anger to the message \((F[2, 145] = 2.01, p = .14)\), number of negative thoughts \((F[2, 133] = 1.78, p = .17)\), attitude to recycling \((F[2, 137] = .72, p = .49)\), or behavioral intention to recycle \((F[2, 142] = 1.88, p = .16)\). In summary, H2 was not supported.

Additionally, according to the result of comparison types polynomial contrast, the linear effect of comparison types on anger to the message was not significant (linear model: \(p = .93; r = .01\)), whereas the quadratic effect of comparison types on anger to the message was significant (quadratic model: \(p < .05; r = .19\); downward contrast: \(M = 1.51, SD = .09, n = 49\), vs. no contrast: \(M = 1.27, SD = .10, n = 47\), vs. upward contrast: \(M = 1.50, SD = .09, n = 49\)). The relationship between attitude to recycling and comparison types is reflected in Figure 4 below.

**Figure 4**

*Main effect of comparison types on anger to the message*
As for the research question, namely if there is any interaction effect between controlling language and comparison types on the outcomes, the results of this study indicated the answer was no. According to the results, there were no significant interaction effects between comparison types and controlling language on all dependent variables including perceived threats to personal freedom ($F[2, 144] = 1.00, p = .37$), anger to the message ($F[2, 145] = .10, p = .90$), number of negative thoughts ($F[2, 133] = .34, p = .71$), attitude to recycling ($F[2, 137] = 1.18, p = .31$), or behavioral intention to recycle ($F[2, 142] = .30, p = .74$).

**Discussion**

In line with prior studies, the experiential results partially confirmed the main effects of controlling language. According to the results, relative to the persuasive message using low-controlling language, the recycling advocacy using high-controlling language significantly induced more perceived threats to personal freedom, more anger to the advocacy messages.
However, controlling language did not make a significant influence on negative cognition to the message, attitude to recycling, or behavioral intention to recycle.

As for the effects of comparison types, different from Study 1, the main effect on attitude to recycling was not found in this study. In contrast, only one significant main effect on anger to the message was revealed, but this effect was not in line with the prediction of this study. Specifically, the results showed that, on the one hand, the upward contrast did induce less anger to the message than no contrast while, on the other hand, the downward contrast surprisingly also induced less anger to the message than no contrast. One possible explanation is that, different from upward contrast which can boost positive feeling and thus counteract anger, decrease reactance and increase positive attitudes, the downward comparison with potential rivals could make subjects perceive the limitations to their freedom as a competition between them and their rivals, and further make them evaluate the limitations to their freedom as more favorable because more limitations than the rivals represent outperforming rivals, which thus could lower their reactance, such as anger to the messages.

Finally, as the results shown, there was no interaction effects between controlling language and comparison types on all outcomes. As reflected in Figure 5, the results indicated that the effect of controlling language on anger to the message was independent and parallel with the effect of comparison types on anger to the message.

Figure 5

*Relationship between controlling language, comparison types and anger to the message*
Chapter 5: General Discussion

Although increased research attention has clarified the nature of psychological reactance, the issue of how social comparison interacts with reactance remains unknown. Past theories, such as downward comparison theory (Will, 1981), upward comparison theory (Collins, 1996, 2000), and self-evaluation theory (Tesser, 1988), mainly focus on examining how individuals adopt different types of social comparison as strategies to maintain their self-evaluation. However, no scholarly study has examined how certain types of social comparison may be used in persuasion and how different social comparison works in changing people’s minds. The current studies explore the influences of social comparison in persuasion from the theoretical perspective of psychological reactance.

In line with prior studies, the results from both Study 1 and Study 2 partially confirmed the main effects of controlling language. Both Study 1 and Study 2 found, relative to the advocacy messages using low-controlling language, the recycling advocacy messages using
high-controlling language significantly induced more perceived threats to personal freedom and more anger to the advocacy messages. However, only Study 1 found that high-controlling language also significantly induced more negative thoughts to the advocacy messages than low-controlling language. Neither of Study 1 or Study 2 found any significant main effect of controlling language on attitude to recycling or behavioral intention to recycle. Instead, issue involvement had significant covariate effects on attitude to recycling and behavioral intention to recycle. Given reactance is typically modeled as a process in prior studies, the discrepancies between the results of this thesis and the results of previous studies may be due to the fact that this research did not model reactance out.

As for the effects of comparison types, Study 1 revealed a significant main effect on attitude to recycling and a marginally significant main effect on anger to the message. Study 2 only uncovered a significant effect of comparison types on anger to the message. However, even these effects were significant, they were not in line with the prediction of this study. Nevertheless, the directions of these significant effects were identical with each other, which indicates that not only the related hypothesis of this study is wrong but also an alternative explanation is needed. This thesis proposes that the comparison targets adopted in the studies as potential rivals to OU may play a role in the emergence of these unexpected results. It is reasonable to think that the comparison with potential rivals could make subjects perceive the limitations to their freedom as a competition between them and their rivals, and therefore the downward comparison with rivals could make the limitations to freedom perceived by subjects as the outperformance to rivals instead of threats to freedom, thus lowering reactance and increasing positive attitude to the advocacy. At the same time, in the comparison with less rival targets, upward contrast is also acceptable and therefore can still boost positive feeling from
subjects and counteract the anger, thus decreasing their reactance and increasing their positive attitudes. Therefore, both upward contrast and downward contrast can lower anger to the messages and increase positive attitude to recycling, compared to no contrast.

Neither Study 1 or Study 2 revealed any significant interaction effect between comparison types and controlling language. For anger to the message, both Study 1 and Study 2 confirmed that the effect of comparison types and the effect of controlling language are independent and parallel. However, for attitude to recycling, Study 1 revealed that the effects of comparison types on it could overwhelm and neutralize the effects of controlling language on it in both downward contrast and upward contrast.

Despite these effects of comparison types on anger to the message and attitude to recycling, the results did not reveal any main effect or interaction effect of comparison types on perceived threats to personal freedom, which may indicate the influences of different types of comparison on anger and attitude did not come through perceived threats to freedom.

Limitations and Future Directions

There are a number of limitations to address in the current study. The first limitation is related to the manipulations of comparison types. This study manipulated the comparison with different specific reactions in a general way. Namely, this study used “recycle more,” “recycle equally,” and “recycle less” to separately represent downward contrast, no contrast and upward contrast. However, the validity of this general manipulation should be doubted. It is fair to question that if these different descriptions can really be perceived by subjects as different social comparisons. In fact, the results regarding the effects of comparison types also confirmed our concerns about this. Especially, the nonsignificant main effects of comparison types on all dependent variables except anger are probably due to the weakness of this general manipulation.
For future studies, one of the potential directions is to modify the manipulation of comparison types and make it more concrete. For instance, we can manipulate the comparison with different specific reactions used in recycling policies by changing the amount of required categories for sorting or the amount of fine for violations of the policies. By enlarging the concrete difference in the strictness of different policies and conducting relevant pilot study, we can make sure subjects perceive a real difference in those dimensions.

The second limitation involves the reliability and validity of some measurements used in this study. Certain variables, such as identification with OU, issue involvement and behavioral intention to recycle, only have one or two items for measuring, which puts their reliability at risks. Besides, certain variables, such as issue involvement and identification with OU, only ask subjective and general questions, such as “How much do you care about recycling” and “how much do you identify with OU”. The limited number and objectivity of the items in these scales seriously threatened the reliability and validities of these measurements. In future research, the improvements of the validities and reliabilities of these measurements should be conducted. The third limitation of the current study relates to the sample size of this study. Given this whole study had 12 different conditions, a sample of 295 participants was still not big enough. For instance, for examining the interaction effect between controlling language and comparison types, each group only had 21-25 participants. For future research, a larger research sample is needed.

There were some discrepancies in the results of Study 1 and Study 2, such as the absence of the main effect of comparison types on attitude in Study 2 and the absence of the main effect of controlling language on number of negative thoughts in Study 2, and these discrepancies could be due to the difference in the comparison targets adopted in these two studies. To fully
understand these inconsistence findings, further research manipulating types of comparison targets are needed. For instance, future research can explore the roles of comparison targets in persuasion from the perspectives of social status, degree of identification, level of rivalry, or relational distance, etc.

**Conclusion**

In the light of psychological reactance theory, this current study explored how social comparison works in persuasion. This study explored the influences of social comparison from the perspective of comparison types. Two 3 (comparison types: upward contrast vs. no contrast vs. downward contrast) × 2 (controlling language: high vs. low) independent group experiments adopting different comparison targets (OSU vs UT) were conducted. The results confirmed the main effects of controlling language on perceived threats to personal freedom, anger to the message and negative cognition. The results also revealed the main effects of comparison types on anger to the messages and attitude to recycling. Moreover, for anger to the message, there were no interaction effects between comparison types and controlling language on it in neither of these studies. However, for attitude to recycling, Study 1 revealed that the effect of controlling language on it could be overwhelmed and neutralized by the effects of both upward contrast and downward contrast.
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Appendix A – Low Controlling-No Contrast-OSU Advocacy Message

All OU students:

It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

You have a choice when it comes to recycling:

Please recycle whenever you can!

Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does Oklahoma State University. If OU can recycle as much as OSU per student, that will be a great help!

The choice is yours! You can help!

Recycling is important:

Consider choosing recycling!

Appendix B – High Controlling-No Contrast-OSU Advocacy Message

All OU students,

The information you must know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

There’s really no choice when it comes to recycling:

You simply have to do it!

The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that you must know:
Appendix C –Low Controlling-Downward Contrast-OSU Advocacy Message

All OU students:

It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

You have a choice when it comes to recycling:

Please recycle whenever you can!

Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does Oklahoma State University. If OU can recycle more per student than OSU, that will be a great help!
The choice is yours! You can help!
Recycling is important:
Consider choosing recycling!

Appendix D – High Controlling-Downward Contrast-OSU Advocacy Message

All OU students:

The information you must know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

There’s really no choice when it comes to recycling:
You simply have to do it!

The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that you must know:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does Oklahoma State University. If OU can recycle more per student than OSU, that will be a great help!

There’s no other choice! You must help!
Recycling is important:
You must recycle!
All OU students:

It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

**You have a choice when it comes to recycling:**

Please recycle whenever you can!

Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does Oklahoma State University. Even if OU recycles less than OSU per student, that will still be a great help!

The choice is yours! You can help!

Recycling is important:

Consider choosing recycling

---

Appendix F - High Controlling-Upward Contrast-OSU Advocacy Message

All OU students:

The information **you must** know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

**There’s really no choice when it comes to recycling:**

You simply have to do it!

The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that **you must know:**
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does Oklahoma State University. Even if OU recycles less than OSU per student, that will still be a great help!

There’s no other choice! You must help!
Recycling is important:
You must recycle!

Appendix G – Low Controlling-No Contrast-UT Advocacy Message

All OU students:

It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

You have a choice when it comes to recycling:
Please recycle whenever you can!

Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does the University of Texas at Austin. If OU can recycle as much as UT per student, that will be a great help!
The choice is yours! You can help!

Recycling is important:
Consider choosing recycling!

Appendix H — High Controlling-No Contrast-UT Advocacy Message

All OU students:

The information you must know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

There’s really no choice when it comes to recycling:
You simply have to do it!

The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that you must know:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does the University of Texas at Austin. If OU can recycle as much as UT per student, that will be a great help!

There’s no other choice! You must help!
Recycling is important:
You must recycle!
Appendix I -Low Controlling-Downward Contrast-UT Advocacy Message

All OU students:

It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

**You have a choice when it comes to recycling:**

Please recycle whenever you can!

Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does the University of Texas at Austin. If OU can **recycle more per student** than UT, that will be a great help!

The choice is yours! You can help!

Recycling is important:

Consider choosing recycling!

Appendix J -High Controlling-Downward Contrast-UT Advocacy Message

All OU students:

The information **you must** know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

**There’s really no choice when it comes to recycling:**

You simply have to do it!

The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that **you must know:**
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does the University of Texas at Austin. If OU can recycle more per student than UT, that will be a great help!

There’s no other choice! You must help!
Recycling is important:
You must recycle!

Appendix K –Low Controlling-Upward Contrast-UT Advocacy Message

All OU students:

It is important to know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

You have a choice when it comes to recycling:
Please recycle whenever you can!

Below is some important information about the benefits of recycling that we would like you to think about:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does the University of Texas at Austin. Even if OU recycles less than UT per student, that will still be a great help!
The choice is yours! You can help!

Recycling is important:
Consider choosing recycling!

Appendix L - High Controlling-Upward Contrast-UT Advocacy Message

All OU students:

The information you must know about the benefits of recycling: Recycling works!

There’s really no choice when it comes to recycling:
You simply have to do it!

The information about the importance of and benefits of recycling that you must know:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has shown that carbon dioxide pollution (CO2) has resulted in melting of the ice masses and the rising of the global temperatures. Based on EPA data, recycling works! Recycling significantly decreases carbon dioxide pollution: The EPA found that manufacturing from the recycled paper provides a considerable reduction in CO2 emissions.

In fact, many universities participate in recycling. Several universities in the region have recycling programs. The University of Oklahoma has one and so does the University of Texas at Austin. Even if OU recycles less than UT per student, that will still be a great help!

There’s no other choice! You must help!
Recycling is important:
You must recycle!
Appendix M – Behavioral Intention and Reactance Index

Instructions: Please answer the questions below. There are no right or wrong answers: We are interested in your views.

a) How likely are you to try to recycle?

b) How much did you feel that the message threatened your freedom to choose?

c) How much did you feel that the message tried to make a decision for you?

d) How much did you feel that the message tried to manipulate you?

e) How much did you feel that the message tried to pressure you?

f) How much did the message bother you?

g) How irritated did the message make you feel?

h) How angry did the message make you feel?

i) How annoyed did the message make you feel?

j) How aggravated did the message make you feel?

Instructions: Please list every thought that you had while reading the message. List all your thoughts, even if they seem irrelevant or silly. List each thought separately.

_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Appendix N – Attitude Index

Instructions: Please circle the number that represents your feelings about recycling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bad</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unfavorable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>favorable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unacceptable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>acceptable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix O – Social Comparison Orientation Index

*Instructions*: Most people compare themselves from time to time with others. For example, they may compare the way they feel, their opinions, their abilities, and/or their situation with those of other people. There is nothing particularly “good” or “bad” about this type of comparison, and some people do it more than others. We would like to find out how often you compare yourself with other people. To do that we would like you to indicate how much you agree with each statement below.

1. I often compare how my loved ones (boy or girlfriend, family members, etc.) are doing with how others are doing.
2. I always pay a lot of attention to how I do things compared with how others do things.
3. If I want to find out how well I have done something, I compare what I have done with how others have done.
4. I often compare how I am doing socially (e.g., social skills, popularity) with other people.
5. I am not the type of person who compares often with others.
6. I often compare myself with others with respect to what I have accomplished in life.
7. I often like to talk with others about mutual opinions and experiences.
8. I often try to find out what others think who face similar problems as I face.
9. I always like to know what others in a similar situation would do.
10. If I want to learn more about something, I try to find out what others think about it.
11. I never consider my situation in life relative to that of other people.
Appendix P – Identification with OU Index

Instructions: For the following questions, please circle the numbers in the scales that best matches your opinion.

1. How much do you identify with the University of Oklahoma?

2. How important is it to you to be an OU student?